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Canadian oil junior Crown Point Ventures has just begun commercial production in 
the El Valle field in Argentina's Golfo San Jorge in Santa Cruz province. Crown 
Point has two producing oil wells (EVX-21 and EVX-19) and a natural gas well 
(EVX-20) that is currently shut-in. 
 
BNamericas spoke to Crown Point CEO Murray McCartney about company plans and the 
state of oil and gas E&P in Argentina. 
 
 BNamericas: What are Crown Point's current plans for Argentina? 
 
 McCartney: We're just about to kick off another drilling program in May which is 
three wells of a planned six-well program. Beyond that, prior to year-end I'd 
like to see another three wells, for a total of about nine wells drilled between 
January and December. 
 
 This is a critical well program for us right now. We had some great success with 
the first wells. We currently have two oil wells and one gas well, and so far 
have a 100% success rate. So we're very excited to hear what the results are 
going to be with the current program. I think it's going to change us quite 
significantly. 
 
 BNamericas: Do you plan on applying for the Gas Plus program with your gas well? 
 
 McCartney: Not yet. We're trying to determine a market. Right now, one of the 
few areas in Argentina that is in an oversupplied situation for gas is the San 
Jorge basin. We're going to be talking to a number of industrial users and 
possibly some municipal users to see if we can get that well and possible other 
wells online as soon as we can and that would then be subject to the Gas Plus 
program. 
 
 BNamericas: We're seeing a lot of these projects being approved. Is this an 
indication that conditions are improving in Argentina? 
 
 McCartney: Well I think the conditions have to improve. If the industry wants to 
reduce the decline rates in gas and oil production, conditions have to improve. I 
don't think they have a lot of choice to tell the truth. 
 
 BNamericas: We hear rumors that Argentina is planning to construct a new LNG 
terminal, it's second. What sort of impact would this have on gas exploration in 
the country? 
 
 McCartney: If they do that, they are going to be paying world prices for LNG. 
Even if they went to higher domestic prices immediately there's going to be time 
before new drilling is done and production of supplies are brought online so 
maybe LNG is a stopgap measure. Natural gas is very important for Argentina. It 
supplies a significant amount of generation and heating in houses. 



 
 BNamericas: What about the potential for shale gas in the country? Are you 
looking at shale plays? 
 
 McCartney: We haven't looked at shale gas in Argentina. I am currently in 
Canada, and here the horizontal wells and the shale gas plays with the multiple 
stage fractures are very popular and have been very aggressively pursued. But I 
know there are shales in Argentina and I expect the application of that 
technology would be appropriate. 
 
 BNamericas: Are you looking to any potential farm-ins or acquisitions in the 
near future? 
 
 McCartney: We're certainly looking to expand our business base through a 
combination of farm-ins and acquisitions. We really like the geological potential 
of the country. It has good infrastructure and good, skilled people in the 
industry. It's a good place to do business. And with further movement on the gas 
and oil plus programs it will go a long way to bring in more capital. 
 
 BNamericas: Would Crown Point look at other countries in the region? 
 
 McCartney: We would consider it, yes. But we have enough on our plate in the 
short term in Argentina. But we're certainly open to other opportunities. 
 
 BNamericas: What makes a country like Argentina attractive to international oil 
and gas investors? 
 
 McCartney: Compared to Canada, for example, the overwhelming advantage of 
Argentina is that the geological risk is significantly lower than it is in North 
America, simply as a function of drilling density. They're still accessing top 
tier oil and gas reservoirs whereas we've pushed down a long way into relatively 
higher cost types of formations such as shale gas and other oil sands, plays that 
are much more technically capital intensive. For me, that is the overwhelming 
reason to be in Argentina. It's just easier to find sizable reserves. 
 
 I think Argentina is one of the few places around where you can build a very 
significant size company. We'd like to turn into a 10,000/d producer in a few 
years. That is our goal. This is very difficult to do in North America, for 
example. 
 
 BNamericas: What about Argentina vis-à-vis other oil producing countries in the 
region? 
 
 McCartney: Colombia is the darling in South America right now. They've brought 
on a very attractive fiscal regime and made it a FDI-friendly country. If 
Argentina moves toward that, improves its economics by raising the prices and the 
netback to the producers that will have spinoffs. It will improve our economics 
dramatically and induce us to spend more money than less money and I think you 
will see that throughout the industry. And it will go a long way to reversing the 
decline rates they've been seeing throughout the country. 
 



 BNamericas: What about labor issues in Argentina? I know the company had trouble 
with a month-long strike last year. Is this an ongoing concern? 
 
 McCartney: Well we weren't alone in Santa Cruz province last year. To be honest, 
we're a very small player in the area to be too involved. We didn't experience 
any more trouble than anyone else. It was a contract issue between the unions and 
the industry, and we hope it is behind us. 
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